The quantitative description of phytoplankton growth, dynamic photoacclimation and photosynthesis in dependence on temperature, irradiance, trace element and nutrient availability is still a matter of debate and competing ideas in the literature, mainly due to a lack of new critical experiments and to non-unique mathematical descriptions. This paper presents a closed theory of the above processes in a mathematically unique language. Notions like balanced and rapid growth, lower and upper compensation points are defined precisely and combined with successful validations of the system of equations against laboratory experiments and field observations taken from the literature. The minimum number of parameters of the present model of growth in dependence on light, temperature and one nutrient is 16 whereby 5 of them seem to have universal (species-independent) values.
Introduction General
Phytoplankton in general and unicellular algae in particular may be found in all sorts of freshwater and marine environments. With a global carbon fixation of about 50 Gt carbon per annum the marine species contribute nearly 50% to the total primary production of Earth (e.g. Williams et al. 2002) . Phytoplankton primary production is the major bottleneck through which solar energy enters the marine and freshwater food webs (see also Behrenfeld et al. 2005) . Until today it is used as a major descriptor of the trophic state of lakes (Vollenweider 1968; H( akanson and Boulion 2002) and developments of phytoplankton are considered as a nuisance (Pearl 1988) for water usages like drinking water withdrawal or recreation. On the other hand, unicellular plankton algae are used in such diverse technical systems like life supporting systems for longterm space missions (Belyanin, 1984 , loc. cit. Baumert 1996 , energy ''production'' installations at the equatorial ocean (via fermentation, methane liquification and tanker transport to the end user; cf. Alexeyev 1984 , loc. cit. Baumert 1996 , in laboratory reactors for the production of food, special proteins for pharmaceutical and cosmetic use, and molecular hydrogen (H 2 ), up to smoke (CO 2 ) purification systems in power stations (Jander 2001 ) and waste-water treatment ponds (cf. Uhlmann 1979; Uhlmann and Horn 2001) .
In all these cases, models are required to predict primary production regardless whether the primary production of phytoplankton is regarded as a nuisance or a benefit because quantitative understanding is required to predict water quality on one side or the efficiency of technological processes on the other. Numerous models are already in use and the existing literature exhibits a babylonic diversity of presentation forms, symbols, terminologies and approaches (cf. the 10 different formulas discussed in Uhlmann, 1983, loc. cit. Baumert 1996 ; see also Geider et al. 1998; Jin et al. 1998; Ollinger 1999; Riebesell and Wolf-Gladrow 2002) such that an efficient discussion of ecologic or biotechnological problems is not easy. Language matters! Even comprehensive book publications (e.g. Falkowski and Raven 1997; Williams et al. 2002) do not yet give a unified and unique mathematical description in a reliable standard notation which might serve as a basis for improved communication. This paper makes an attempt to present such a description and aims explicitly at a ''standard model'' in a corresponding ''standard notation'' the vocabulary of which is presented in Table 1 at the end of this article.
For a number of ecological applications our standard model gives possibly too much physiological detail. Many relations on a daily rather than hourly basis may be simplified by linearisation, reversible inhibition may often be neglected, balanced growth or nutrient in excess may be assumed, and so forth. Here we aim at the most complete rather than the simplest description of phytoplankton production, which shall hold also under more extreme conditions. This work was part of the GETAS project (2001) (2002) (2003) (2004) (2005) , see http://hhbio.wasser.tudresden.de/projects/getas/) and shall here briefly be reported.
Historical aspects
Paul Falkowski noted early (1992) that the existing ''y phytoplankton models do not predict, from first principles, the maximum photosynthesis or growth rate of phytoplankton ''. Later (2002) in a critical stateof-the-art review, Karl Banse stated that ''y even the Chlorophyll-normalized rate of photosynthesis, which is routinely used for modelling, is not the rate of cell division; we also need the Chlorophyll-to-carbon ratio, which to this day is almost routinely overlooked in the planning of field work''. While Baumert (1988 Baumert ( , 1996 , (later on quoted as B88 and B96) based the theory of reversible light-acclimation and the chlorophyll-tocarbon ratio on precise laboratory experiments by Belyanin (1984, loc. cit. B96) at constant temperatures and nutrients in excess, field data were still missing. The study by Brush et al. (2002) It was in 2003 that Kevin Flynn initiated a lively and constructive debate on our subject asking ''Do we need mechanistic photoacclimation models for phytoplankton?''. Tom Anderson (2005) followed with an essay and argued that going into greater detail in plankton modelling might be equivalent to ''running before we can walk''. This led to a reply by Flynn (2005) who qualified the efforts of certain modellers as ''castles built on sand'' and blamed the inadequacy of dialogue between biologists and modellers to be responsible for certain dysfunctionalities in plankton models.
As outlined in the text which follows, our ultimate answer to the initial question by Flynn (2003) is: rather than many different models we need one unified standard model and a unique language. An ''initial guess'' of the standard model should not already cover the influence of toxic materials and irreversible light inhibition (cell bleaching) on phytoplankton growth. It rather should concentrate first of all on the major natural control parameters light, temperature, nutrients and trace elements. Such an attempt is made below.
Organisation of this article
The work presented here continues and augments B96 which forms the first element in an envisaged series of articles. The present paper represents the second element where -in addition to the light -we consider temperature and nutrients as further controlling factors of phytoplankton growth. The equations presented below rest on the assumption that the phytoplankton suspensions are relatively dilute so that cell-cell collisions are rare and self-shading of the population is almost excluded. The problems related to light integration by phytoplankton cells moving along turbulent Langmuir trajectories have been extensively discussed by Benndorf (1979) , Benndorf and Baumert (1979) , in B96 and by Baumert (2003) . These aspects and the diurnal cycle of carbon fixation, O 2 production and chlorophyll synthesis will be described later as a third element of the a.m. series of papers. In the last paper we plan to describe our calculation methods for the turbulent water column and for annual cycles over climatological time scales.
The present article is organised as follows. In the Chapter hereafter, we present and explain the present state of our knowledge, i.e. the full system of equations describing photosynthesis and growth of unicellular phytoplankton under spatially homogeneous but generally non-stationary conditions. We start with the energy balance, introduce the photosynthetic rate and the chlorophyll-carbon ratio; we discuss the role of temperature on photosynthesis and respiration and on the compensation points at (i) moderate and (ii) high temperatures. We continue with cellular quota and intra-cellular concentrations, with mass balances of elements and their external concentrations. We then study the special cases of balanced and rapid growth. Due to space limitations, comparisons of the model equations are made only with selected field observations and laboratory experiments where possible within the respective text passages. In the last Chapter, we identify knowledge gaps and draw conclusions for further research. 
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K j g m À3 Michaelis-Menten half-saturation constant for substance j (16) L h À1 Carbon-specific loss rate (6) P g C (g Chl) À1 h À1 ¼ h À1 Specific photosynthetic rate (1) q j ¼ X j /C Dimensionless Cellular quota of substance j (19) q À j ; q þ j(3)
Dimensionless
Minimum and maximum cellular quota of substance j (14)
À3
External concentration of j in the ambient water The theoretical kernel
Our standard model is essentially based on the Z scheme of photosynthesis (e.g. Hill and Bendall 1960) and employes pioneering works by Gorski (1961 , loc. cit. B96), Bannister (1974a , b, loc. cit. B96), Belyanin (1984 and Platt et al. (1980, loc. cit. B96) . One of the simple but novel core ideas presented first in B88 is the ''mechanistic'' hypothesis that chlorophyll synthesis is slow compared with the synthesis of all other cell ingredients. It is sufficient to explain the available observations. A further point is the validation of the socalled target theory of photosynthetic light absorption (used below) and the falsification of the competing queuing theory (cf. B96).
Energy flux balance
The most important and most solid relation for phytoplankton production may be derived from the law of energy conservation in form of fluxes or rate equations, where we take into account the following processes: gross photosynthetic energy influx (g Â P), net rate of population growth (m), total respiration rate (r) and the exudation rate (E) (Bannister 1974a, b; Benndorf 1979; Nicklisch 1982) :
The total cellular respiration rate consists of the temperature-dependent dark respiration (r T ), which balances the spontaneous thermal destruction of complex compounds, and of the light respiration (x Â g Â P). Photorespiration and exudation, which occur in case of strong carbon limitation (low C:O 2 ratio) or certain stress situations, are not yet explicitly modelled. Exudation is regarded implicitly as part of the overall photosynthetic product but photorespiration is currently neglected. According to detailed studies by Waite and Duthie (1974) and Benndorf (1979) , we deviate from B88/B96 and describe the light respiration rate as proportional to gross rather than to net production:
The dimensionless parameter x is a proportionality factor (0.1 y 0.3, cf. Benndorf 1979).
Photosynthesis and light
Starting from important considerations by Gorski 1 (1961) about photon statistics of incoming photosynthetically active radiation (PAR), the following relation for the instantaneous photosynthetic rate P and molecular interpretations for the bulk parameters a, b and m m (B88, B96; Geider et al. 1996) were derived:
The basic structure of Eq. (3) has already been used by Platt et al. (1980) , without an explanation of the nature of the coefficients. Above, m m describes an upper limit to the net growth rate. It is not fully identical with the maximum growth rate so that m m is possibly best referred to as limiting growth rate, a term which is used below. a is the initial slope of the photosynthesis-light curve, i.e. the ratio P/I at very low light. b ¼ ae is another bulk parameter with e ¼ t 2 /t 1 , for details see B88 or B96 and below. The symbol I [J m À2 h À1 ] represents the local and instantaneous PAR intensity.
Chlorophyll-carbon ratio
The symbol g in Eq. (3) denotes the intra-cellular dimensionless chlorophyll-to-carbon mass ratio, the dynamics of which is governed by the following ordinary differential equation (cf. B88, B96):
where g ¼ Chl/C is at the same time the ratio between chlorophyll [g Chl m À3 ] and particulate carbon [g C m À3 ] in the water body and bounded as follows: g À ogog + .
We deal here only with the Chlorella type of photoacclimation (tuning the antenna size while keeping the PSU number per cell constant). Under natural conditions this is not the only but the most common form of acclimation (Steemann-Nielsen and Jørgensen 1968; Kohl and Nicklisch 1988 ; for a more recent discussion see Nicklisch and Fietz 2001; Fietz and Nicklisch 2002) .
As final result of this section, we deduce from Eqs. (1)- (3) the carbon-specific net growth rate m as follows:
It describes the growth of a phytoplankton population in terms of carbon concentration C [g m À3 ] as follows:
where L represents the external losses of the population (grazing, sinking, etc.) . For the special case L ¼ 0, Fig. 1 shows the steady-state solution of Eq. (4) (i.e. a fully light-acclimated population) together with the corresponding distribution of the carbon-specific growth rate (5) where increasing irradiance was performed through a slow, quasi-steady shift. The measurements were made by Belyanin (1984) using Chlorella vulgaris. Further examples of similarly precise coincidence between theory and data can be found in B88 and B96 for other species.
Figs. 2 and 3 exhibit the dynamical behaviour of the photosynthetic system in Lauderia borealis during a shift-down experiment where the light-acclimated population (100% irradiance) was suddenly exposed to relative darkness (5% irradiance) as observed by Marra (1978).
Temperature and growth
As long as we neglect the role of trace elements essential for the synthesis of chlorophyll we may assume (in a first approximation only) that temperature and macro-nutrient availability affect almost exclusively the enzymatically controlled dark reactions condensed in the bulk parameters m m , e and r T .
Limiting growth rate
Clearly, the limiting growth rate, m m , depends on nutrients and on temperature because during growth the nutrients are converted into body material by enzymatic reactions which are fundamentally temperature dependent. m m will become zero if either the intra-cellular stock of the limiting element is exhausted, or the enzymatic reactions are frozen due to low temperatures. The former phenomenon may be described by a cellquota function, Q Ã , with the property 0pQ Ã p1, the latter phenomenon by the temperature-dependent multiplier m T . With these definitions we may now factorise m m into Q Ã times m T :
The role of temperature To specify the temperature multiplier m T , we follow B88/B96 where, based on energy and quantum balances, the following relation has been derived:
Here /hnS is the mean photon energy (an average over the PAR range), S c is the dimensionless mean size of a PSU, F m is the maximum quantum yield of photosynthesis, Z is the efficiency of the photon-exciton conversion in photosystem 1 (PS 1) which is assumed to be independent of temperature, and k is the fraction of the total photon flux absorbed in PS 1. t 1 is the time constant of the dark reaction 1 (for details see B96). According to Arrhenius, it is related with the activation ARTICLE IN PRESS Fig. 1 . Carbon-specific growth rate m (diamonds) and chlorophyll-carbon ratio g (full circles) for a fully light-acclimated population Chlorella vulgaris; increasing irradiance done by a slow, quasi-steady shift. Data from Belyanin (1984) . The full lines are the numerical steady-state solutions of Eqs. (4) and (5). 
À1 h À1 was performed here assuming that 1 mmol O 2 released per cell corresponds to roughly 387 g carbon fixation per g chlorophyll. The uppermost curve (circles) was taken at t ¼ 12 min after the shift down of the light, the next (diamonds) 118 min later, then at t ¼ 240 min (triangles), and the last curve is our extrapolation for t-N. Temperature was constant and nutrients in excess. The necessary physiological parameters for our simulations were as follows: Fig. 3 . energy E 1 of the leading enzyme and with absolute temperature T ¼ T 0 +T C as follows:
Here T 0 ¼ À237.15 1C is absolute zero and k is Maxwell's constant. E 1 is typically of the order of magnitude O(0.5) eV. Relation (9) is a consequence of Maxwell's kinetic energy distribution of molecules (e.g. Hinshelwood 1946 ) and valid for all enzymatic processes including respiration (Eppley 1972; Nicklisch 1982; Behrendt 1983 ) within the non-denaturating temperature range depending the stability of the involved membranes and enzymes. Relation (9) allows the following approximation of the temperature multiplier m T in terms of the Celsius temperature, T C , which is very close to an expression proposed first by Eppley (1972) :
Typical values of E m % E 1 =kT 2 0 are in the range 0.06-0.2 (1C)
À1
. Below, temperature-related coefficients like E m will be called Eppley temperature coefficients. Analogously we will call multipliers like m 20 Eppley temperature factors.
We now turn to the parameter e in Eq. (5), the ratio of the time scales of the two dark reactions 1 and 2 of photosynthesis. As a consequence of the above, the temperature dependence of this ratio is governed by the difference of the two activation energies as follows:
In analogy to the steps that led from Eq. (9) to (10), we may thus formulate e as follows:
CÞ .
Due to the structure of the Z scheme, E 2 5E 1 , and we get E m % E . The rate of dark respiration is also governed by enzymatic processes and thus depending on temperature in a similar fashion like Eq. (9) (e.g. Behrendt 1983 ), which justifies the following function:
Clearly, m 20 , e 20 , r 20 and E m , E , E r are species-specific bulk parameters which need to be determined empirically from dedicated experiments.
Compensation points
A compensation point is defined by the condition m ¼ 0. Two situations are possible, (i) moderate and (ii) high temperatures. We start with (i).
Lower compensation point
At low light intensities and moderate temperatures the arguments of the exponential functions in Eq. (5) are small so that the linear term of the Taylor series approximation can be used to derive the dark respiration rate at compensation light intensity I c , defined by the condition m ¼ 0, where of course g-g + :
As stated above, r T depends strongly on temperature through Eq. (13). If x, a and g + are independent on temperature (at present there is no reason to assume the contrary) then we would expect a temperature dependence of I c which closely follows the temperature behaviour of r T . This is confirmed by observations of Kohl et al. (1978) (see in Fig. 4 the (lower) compensation irradiance I c,1 shifting to higher values with increasing temperature).
Upper compensation point
Also at high temperatures, photosynthesis may be completely compensated by respiration as visible in the 28 1C case of Fig. 4 . Naturally, due to the higher temperature the second compensation irradiance, I c,2 , is much higher than I c,1 . Neglecting exudation, with Eq. (2) the energy flux balance (1) reads gP ¼ m þ r T þ x Â g Â P. The left-hand side represents the gross ARTICLE IN PRESS photosynthetic energy flux which needs to be provided by the absorbed light. At high light intensities (here taken as constant in time) and nutrients in excess (Q cq ¼ 1) we have gEg À and e ÀagI=m T ( 1 such that the following energy-flux proportionality may be formulated:
If gross photosynthesis is completely compensated by respiration, then m ¼ 0, dC/dt ¼ 0 so that the carbon concentration in the suspension is constant in time such that Chl / g À . We conclude from Eq. (15) (I and C constant in time) that
Now the argument of the exponential of Eq. (16) may be discussed. We already stated that m T and e exhibit similar temperature dependences (in the particular case of Fig. 4 we found e/h À1 E5m m ) such that they cancel out in the exponential of Eq. (16) and it remains with the constant cE5aI h (the symbol h means here always the unit hours) and relation (10) the following proportionality:
As the expression on the left-hand side of Eq. (17) is a monotonous function of g À , this parameter is a monotonous function of T C . In other words, g À increases with increasing temperature. This is confirmed by the data of Fig. 4 which may be interpreted as Fig. 4 compared well with our theory, the question arises whether such an agreement may also be achieved with observations under the more fluctuating conditions of real waters. Such a situation is well simulated in the mesocosm experiments of Brush et al. (2002) . As demonstrated in Fig. 5 , we do not find a detailed but at least a principal agreement between theory and observations, although the variability of the ambient natural conditions (irradiance, temperature, wind stirring, etc.; nutrients were in excess) was quite high. Also here a second compensation point cannot be excluded. Further observations by Brush et al. (2002) ARTICLE IN PRESS Fig. 5 . Dependence of the net growth rate of a natural phytoplankton population on the water temperature during the MERL mesocosm experiment. Symbols: observations by Brush et al. (2002) (Fig. 4a there) . Lines: present theory where light intensity has been kept constant at a typical daily average. Left panel: low Chl-carbon ratio and lower growth rates, g ¼ 0.017, max {m}E2.5 d were made with natural phytoplankton populations under fully natural conditions in Narragansett Bay, USA, see Fig. 6 . The scatter is here stronger compared with the mesocosm in Fig. 5 due to the missing control of the nutrient conditions, but the tendencies visible in Fig. 6 agree with those of Fig. 5 : for similar light conditions, high g correlates with higher growth rates while low g correlates with lower growth rates. Even at low temperatures the higher g gives the higher m. At a first glance at Eq. (5) this looks surprising. But a second look provides the following relation (reversible light inhibition neglected):
I.e. for constant temperature, e.g. at 5 1C, only the product gI matters. Due to the relation g(I) (see e.g. g in Fig. 1 ), which is unknown for the Marine Ecosystems Research Laboratory (MERL) mesocosm experiment, the resulting growth rate m is not immediately predictable. We conclude that the observed non-trivial behaviour of the natural assemblages of the MERL mesocosm and Narragansett Bay is correctly reproduced by our theory.
Cellular quota and nutrient concentrations
While the fundamental theoretical elements for the description of growth vs. nutrient relations have been elaborated early by Droop (1973 Droop ( , 1983 ) (for a comprehensive review see Flynn 2008), our task was the combination of these elements with the above temperature-augmented system of equations. The observational data for natural phytoplankton assemblages, needed to validate our approach, were scattered over a vast range of journals. We note the important studies by Goldman et al. (1979) ; Sakshaug et al. (1989); Flynn et al. (1994) ; Flynn et al. (1997) ; Frenette et al. (1998) ; Lefevre et al. (2003) ; Klausmeier et al. (2004) and by Schulz et al. (2004) .
Cellular quota
The first step towards a nutrient-augmented system of equations is a discussion of the cell-quota function Q Ã introduced in Eq. (7) in relation to the cellular quota, q j (intra-cellular element-to-carbon ratios) and their physiologically admissible ranges. Here the minimum law of Liebig rather than a factorisation (multiplicative) approach is to be used (cf. Benndorf 1979):
with j ¼ 1, 2, 3, y we abbreviated as follows:
here X j ¼ C, N, P, Si, Fe, Zn and other essential elements (or relevant compounds like reactive phosphorus, etc.). Setting X 0 ¼ C we trivially have q 0 1. Due to complex intra-cellular mechanisms, which we cannot discuss in detail, the concentration ratios (cellular quota), like the chlorophyll-carbon ratio, too, are bounded to certain physiologically admissible and (in principle) species-specific ranges: 
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Mass balances and concentrations
The mass balances of the different elements participating in algal growth depend on the intra-cellular concentrations X j in a complex fashion, further on the external concentrations X e j , actually on the cellular quota q j ¼ X j /X 0 , and on the cellular quota functions, Q j :
The term of Michaelis-Menten kinetic type for the uptake description in Eq. (21), with the half-saturation parameter K j , was justified by Droop (1973 Droop ( , 1983 . The latter depends on temperature (Benndorf 1979 ) and may be described in analogy to Eq. (13) as follows:
The temperature dependences of the maximum uptake rates V j , of x, q À j and q þ j are still unknown. There are two mechanisms which let the nutrient uptake rate (first term on the r.h.s. of Eq. (21)) completely vanish:
(i) complete nutrient exhaustion in the ambient water, X e j ¼ 0; (ii) complete saturation of the intra-cellular storage,
In either case, when the growth continues then this may happen only at costs of the intra-cellular storage so that the intra-cellular concentration decreases at the same specific rate like the population grows. According to Eqs. (5) and (6), the specific growth of the population is given as follows, where we replaced m m with Eq. (7):
Further, according to Eq. (21) the dynamics of the cellular quota is given by:
Figs. 7-9 below demonstrate the model performance with respect to the nutrient limitation and the Chl-carbon ratio. In Fig. 7 , the model curves begin at their upper-right endpoint and describe-with decreasing g -an intra-cellular Nitrogen storage contents decreasing from Q Ã ¼ 1 (i.e. q N ¼ q þ N , at the thin dotted envelope) down to Q Ã ¼ 0 at the lower left corner of the graph. Fig. 8 shows the same observational data and model curves in another presentation which -as a consequence of our theory -exhibits a non-monotonic behaviour. This means that for a given Chl:N ratio and in a certain range of m there exist two growth rates. The Fig. 7 . Chlorophyll-to carbon mass ratio g vs. carbon-specific growth rate m in non-balanced, nitrogen-limited growth of Skeletonema costatum at T C ¼ 25 1C and irradiances of 12 (circles), 99 (triangles) and 1200 mmol m À2 s À1 (squares), respectively. The upper line corresponds to a cellular quota function equal to unity. Model parameters: Sakshaug et al. (1989) . Fig. 8 . Same as Fig. 7 but here the Chl-nitrogen ratio is shown which in our theory exhibits a non-monotonic behaviour, i.e. a decrease of Chl:N at high growth rates, see text. Observations again by Sakshaug et al. (1989) . explanation is that we actually have here a fourparameter problem: m, g, Q Ã and q N , while the graph uses only three of them such that non-uniqueness may occur. The competing model by Geider et al. (1998) (see Fig. 8C there) does not reproduce this phenomenon.
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a ¼ 0.34 m 2 (W h) À1 ; x ¼ 0.1; e ¼ 0.1; g À ¼ 0.001; g + ¼ 0.045; m m ¼ 1.3 d À1 ; r T ¼ 0.01; q À N % 0:05; q þ N ¼ 0:16. Observations by
Balanced and rapid growth
Population growth is defined by m40. With respect to the dynamics of intra-cellular concentrations and cellular quota we may choose two special cases which can be mathematically well-defined: (a) balanced growth (steady cell stoichiometry) defined by dq j /dt ¼ 0 and dg/dt ¼ 0 (but dX j /dt6 ¼0!), (b) rapid growth (steady intra-cellular nutrient concentrations) defined by dX j /dt ¼ 0 (but dq j /dt6 ¼0, dg/dt6 ¼0). Although these definitions sound somewhat scholastic, we underline their necessity: missing definitions may leave a paper incomprehensible (e.g. Geider et al. 1996) . Further, with respect to a single cell the notion of balanced growth represents an internal contradiction because during cell growth towards mitosis the cell changes significantly its stoichiometry. However, in a non-synchronised population the intra-cellular status of the cells is averaged out such that the notion of balanced growth with steady stoichiometry is applicable here.
Balanced growth
A steady population stoichiometry means that
According to Eq. (4), the first of conditions (25) results in the stationary relation:
while, due to Eq. (24), the second condition in Eq. (25) may be formulated as follows:
where m bal is the balanced growth rate. In the case of strong nutrient limitation, q j ( q þ j , we have Q j ¼ constant E1 such that Eq. (27) represents the common Michaelis-Menten kinetics with respect to the concentration in the ambient water, as it is used often in ecological modelling (e.g. by Benndorf and Pu¨tz 1987) . With Eq. (5), Eq. (27) gives the following complex steady-state relation:
Thus, as long as we do not interpret Eq. (27) only empirically, the special case of balanced growth does not represent a great simplification as it corresponds to the simultaneous solution of the ''stiff'' system (Eqs. (26), (28) and (19)). Instead we recommend to solve the complete non-stationary system (Eqs. (4), (23) and (24)) by non-stationary embedding, i.e. to choose reasonable initial values to start with and to perform enough time steps such that the result is sufficiently constant in time.
Rapid growth
We start with the general form of the instantaneous growth rate:
To get an insight in its (implicit) dependence on biomass concentration C [g C m À3 ], we neglect respiration (rE0) and reversible inhibition (eE0) and get:
In the case of reactive phosphorus the minimum cellular quota q À j is negligible such that Q Ã % q j =q þ j and we may proceed to the following approximation:
such that for small q j and high irradiance I the exponential in Eq. (31) vanishes and we get eventually this:
Now we consider the case of imbalanced growth (dq j /dt6 ¼0) but with constant intra-cellular nutrient ARTICLE IN PRESS concentrations, dX j /dt ¼ 0 and call this the state of rapid growth, due to reasons given further below. According to Eqs. (21) and (27) this implies that
This is twice the balanced growth rate. I.e. an accelerated population growth may be accompanied by dX j /dt ¼ 0 or X j ¼ constant, with the consequence that q j may vary only if C varies! We replace in Eq. (32) q j with X j /C to get the following relation for the state of rapid growth:
This inverse dependence of m on C has first been observed by Benndorf and Stelzer (1973) and discussed in greater detail by Benndorf (1979, p. 50 ff.) in relation to non-equilibrium growth situations. While the present relatively detailed theoretical framework reveals Eq. (34) as one behavioural opportunity of the phytoplankton system, in more complex models with less physiological detail this dependence is incorporated in the empirical relations for the growth rate by various heuristic mathematical means.
At very low external concentrations the population growth is often not in balanced state as may be seen in Fig. 10 . While on the left panel the half-saturation iron concentration is about 1 Â 10 À12 mol kg À1 . Here the balanced-growth approximation does not deviate essentially from the full solution. For zinc this is not the case, the simple balanced growth approximation (not shown) deviates significantly from the shown full solution. We conclude that the growth behaviour in relation to zinc differs qualitatively from iron.
Discussion and conclusions
We summarise that a mathematical description as presented above represents a strong challenge for laboratory and field works. In particular, we have not enough experiments yet for even a few of the most common major species. Second, the accuracy of the measurements and observations is sometimes not high enough to allow for discriminations between different functional response types. A third problem is completeness and conclusiveness of studies and whole experimental concepts. Experiments are performed where light and Chlorophyll but no temperature dependence is investigated. Other experiments focus only on temperature and nutrients but do not provide data for the chlorophyll-carbon ratio, etc.
In the near future experimental studies should preferably concentrate on the following most important points: the temperature dependences of the maximum uptake velocities V j and their half-saturation constants K j for the most relevant nutrients and trace elements, and on the temperature dependence of g À . To our knowledge the roles of phosphorus, CO 2 and pH have not been studied systematically, which also applies to silica. This is somewhat strange as phosphorus is the major eutrophicating element. On the other hand, its minimum cellular quota is so low and phosphorus analytics is so sensible a method that the scatter of results is too high to allow for solid conclusions. Smallest contaminations may corrupt the results.
One may also raise the question as to whether Q j and q j are really linearly related as assumed by Droop and accordingly in our Eq. (20) . Further, are the relative light respiration number x and the minimum and maximum cellular quota really independent of temperature as assumed above? Moreover, under conditions of changing light intensity, e.g. in the diurnal course or ARTICLE IN PRESS due to vertical mixing and migration in natural water bodies, dark respiration also depends on the previous light supply. The initial respiratory rate is enhanced after illumination. Dark respiration declines also with time as the carbohydrate pool becomes depleted. These are clearly tasks for future studies and these issues are actually much more complicated when one considers inter-nutrient interactions (e.g. N-P), intra-nutrient interactions (e.g. ammonium-nitrate) or interactions between temperature, light intensity and photoperiod (cf. Nicklisch et al. 2008) . These questions will be treated in future studies in the sense of Elrifi and Turpin (1985a, b) and Sterner and Elser (2002) . The present study does not solve all problems but hopefully paves the way to augment the present model. In order to support this we plan to present it on the internet in form of a code for the object-oriented framework for ecological modelling presented by Petzoldt and Rinke (2007) . Geider et al. (1998) still raise another question: how many parameters should a sufficiently complete phytoplankton production model have? Their answer rests on their own model, which takes variable temperatures only marginally into account: these authors need 10 parameters, if only one nutrient (nitrogen) is considered.
In case of our model we have the following speciesspecific parameters (cf. In the above reasonably general case we have m ¼ 5+2 Â 3+n Â 5 ¼ 11+n Â 5 parameters. If we consider only one nutrient (e.g. nitrogen like in Geider et al. 1998 ) then the number shrinks down to m ¼ 16. In practice many of the parameters can easily be estimated based on current experiences with the studied species. We found that the first five parameters are universal or relatively species-independent. This is not the case for the descriptors of the temperature dependence (2 Â 3 ¼ 6 parameters) and surely not for the 5-tuples describing the nutrients.
At first glance this number of parameters exceeds all limits of observational and experimental capabilities. But biology seems obviously to ''suffer'' from the same fate like physics: researchers look deeper and deeper into their objects of study, into atoms and DNA. We do not see any reason to stop proceeding in the chosen direction.
If our final unified standard model would have n species-specific parameters, then we may describe our m major phytoplankton species by a table of n columns (for the parameters) and m rows (for the different species). This way comes closer to a more quantitative interpretation of the somewhat fuzzy notion of functional biological diversity: in our table it would be easy to compute the mean values, standard deviations and higher statistical moments for all parameters, simply using a spreadsheet programme. It would be a significant step forward if we could elaborate those tables (in the sense of the early attempt by Jørgensen 1979) for the major plankton functional types (Totterdell et al. 1993 ) of the major biological provinces in the sense of Longhurst (1998) , for at least a choice of major classes of lakes, rivers, ponds and the oceans. Naturally, this represents a grand challenge which can be met only by broad dedicated international cooperation involving standardised work in the field, standardised laboratory work, computation and theory development.
